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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G. In Theorem 1.1, we present a 
procedure for deciding, given a block B' of H, which blocks B of G have 
B'IBH• H. The procedure involves a character calculation and some 
admissible occurrences of the Brauer correspondence. 
THEOREM 1.1..Suppose B' is as above and has defect group D. Let [3' be 
a block of DCn(D) with ( i f )n= B'. Let ff be the block of (DC,(D))/D 
corresponding to [3'. Let "/. be the unique irreducible character hi ft. Suppose 
7. ncc~nvn has constituents hi the block's [3 I, [32 ..... fl, of DCa(D)/D, corre- 
sponding to the blocks ill, [32 .... , [3, of DCc(D). Then [3~, [3~ ..... [3~ are 
exactly the blocks B of G with B'IBn• !1. 
The purpose of this theorem is to explain non-admissible occurrences of 
the Alperin-Burry version of the Brauer correspondence (see [A-B]) in 
terms of local correspondences and calculations. In the Alperin-Burry 
approach to block theory, a block is an indecomposable k[GxG] -  
summand of k[G]o• (B') c is defined in the sense of Alperin-Burry and 
(B') ~ = B if B is the unique block of G with B'I Bn • n. This definition turns 
out not to be equivalent o Brauer's original definition (see [E-H]),  
although on the intersection of their domains of definition the two corre- 
spondences do agree. Since the two correspondences are different, we will 
always call the new version the Alperin-Burry correspondence r serving 
the name Brauer correspondence for the classical version. When we write 
"B a is defined" we will always mean it is defined in the sense of Alperin- 
Burry. A block B"o f  a subgroup H of G is said to be admissible if the 
centralizer in G of a defect group of B' is contained in H; if B' is admissible, 
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then (B') a is defined in both the classical and Alperin-Burry senses. 
Admissible occurrences of this correspondence are well understood. 
"A framework for Theorem 1.I and its proof are provided by Fig. I. The 
notation is as follows: N= Nn(D), M = Na(D), L = DCn(D), K= DCa(D), 
E = L/D, and /2 = KID. 
Here B' is a block of H with defect group D, b' is the unique block of 
N with (b')tt= B', fl' is a block of L with (f l ,)u= b', and fl' is the block of 
E corresponding to fl'. (The block fl' is unique up to conjugacy in N.) 
Informally, the procedure given by Theorem 1.1 can be described in terms 
of the diagram in this way: Follow B' do{vn the left side of the diagram to 
get a character Z of/~; induce 7. up to/2 and see which blocks of/2 contain 
constituents of 7.x; follow these blocks up the right side of the diagram. 
These are now the blocks B of G with B'IBn• n. Notice that for the 
inclusions given by vertical ines in the diagram, all blocks are admissible. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 has three stages, corresponding to the three 
parallelograms in the diagram and the three stages of Brauer's Extended 
First Main Theorem (see the theorem in [C-R]). This paper completes 
work begun in [E-H] where the main object under investigation was 
the multiplicity, mult(B',Bn• , with which the block B' with defect 
group D appears as a direct summand of the restriction to H xH of 
an arbitrary block B of G. Informally, the results we use from [E-H] can 
be described as saying that this multiplicity does not change in the first 
and third parallelograms. More precisely, by Proposition 5.4 of [E-H], 
mult(B','Bn• n) = nlult(b', ~.ba = B bn x n), where b runs through all blocks 
of M with ba= B; and by Theorem 4.2 of [E-HI, for any block fl of K, 
mult(fl', ilL• L)= mult(fl', fl'L• Z), where fi' is the block of/2 corresponding 
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to ft. However, there are examples with muh(b',(kM)Nx~r162 
mult(fl', (kK)L• L). In this paper, we will examine the middle parallelogram 
more closely. We will show (Theorem 3.1) that if fl is any block of K with 
B'I/?L,,L, then we must have b'l(l?M),v,,N. 
It is a corollary of Theorem 3.1 that for the inclusion L ~< N ~< M and the 
block fl', the Alperin-Burry correspondence is "transitive." That is, (fl')N is 
always defined and ( f l ' )N=b';  if (b') M is defined then (fl,)M is defined and 
(B') M = (b') M. In a sense, the difficulty with the proof is that the Aiperin- 
Burry correspondence is not transitive in general. It is possible to find 
groups H~ ~< H 2 ~< G and a block B of H t such t[aat B m and (BH2) a are 
defined, but B a is not. In Section 4, we give such an example. However, it 
is easily seen (III.9.2 in [F ] )  that the classical Brauer correspondence is 
transitive in this sense. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Throughout the paper, p denotes a rational prime, k an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic p, and G a finite group. All modules will be 
right modules. Since we will need to distinguish between internal and 
external direct sums, the symbol @ will denote' an external direct sum 
and -Jr or Z will denote an internal direct sum. If U and M are modules 
for kG, UIM means there is an kG-module V with M~-U~ V. If 
M~ U~) U~) -.. 0) U0) V with U occurring n times and UI  V we will 
write nndt(U,/~I) =n.  We will sometimes need to view a given k-vector 
space as a module for different group algebras. When the group intended 
is not clear, we will write MH for M considered as a module for kH. Thus, 
if N ~ G and M is a kG-module on which N acts trivially, then MaIN is M 
considered as a module over k[G/N]. Also, if G= K/L and M is a kG- 
module then Mr  is M considered as a kK-module with trivial action of L. 
If H is a subgroup of G, we write tS(H) for the subgroup of G xG 
consisting of all elements of the form (h, h) with h in H. 
The group algebra kG is a module for k[G x G-I with the action defined 
so that x(g, h)=g-lxh for x,g, and h in G. This k[GxG]-module can be 
written in a unique way as an internal direct sum of k[G x G'l-modules, 
kEG]a~a= ~ B,. 
I 
The Bi are called the blocks of G. If M is a kI-G]-module and if MB i = 31, 
then MBj=O for i~j  and we say M lies in the block B,.. 
Let H be a subgroup of G and let b be a block of H. If there is a unique 
block B of G with bH• we say b a is defined in the sense of 
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Alperin-Burry and ba= B. We call this map sending b to b G the Alperin- 
Burry correspondence. 
"Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero with 
R/J(R) ~- k and with field of fractions D, a splitting field for every subgroup 
of G. When we talk about characters of G, we always mean O-characters. 
3. THE MAIN  THEOREM 
The following theorem gives most of tl~e information we will need about 
the middle parallelogram of the diagram in order to prove Theorem 1.1. 
Let M be a finite group with a normal p-subgroup D, and let N be a 
subgroup of M with D -%< N. Let K= DCM(D) and L = DC,v(D). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let b' be a block of N with defect group D and let fl' be 
a block of  L with ( f ' )N=b' .  Let b be apt arbitrary block of M. Then 
b'l bu ~ w if and only if fl'[ fK • x for some block f of K such that fliM = b. 
Proof One direction of the theorem is straightforward. Suppose 
b'lbN• N. Then f ' IbL• = (bx•215 By a standard argument using ver- 
tices (see the proof of Lemma 13.7 in [A]) ,  the fact that f '  has defect 
group D implies that the only summand in the decomposition 
kMr  x x = ~ kKxK 
xe [ K\M/h'] 
whose restriction to L x L can have f '  as a summand is kK. Hence, the 
only indecomposable summands of bx• that can have f '  as a summand 
are blocks of kK. 
Now we will prove the other implication. Since firs[ ( fM)KNxKN ' it is 
enough to prove this in the special case M = KN. For the rest of the proof, 
assume M = KN. 
Now, let /7 be the sum in kK of all the M-conjugates of f. Then/7 is a 
(Kx K) 6(M)-module and 
-- [ O ~(Kx  K) 63f 
fl(K• K) 63f ~ ~. F(Kx K) 6StabM(fl)l 
By 15.2 in [A], f lM_~(f l (Xxa.)6S,ab, . (p j )MxM , so fM-~-(/7(KxXj63t)MxM. 
Since. M=NK,  we have (KxK)6M=(KxK)6N,  and so fM_~ 
MX-. 
Similarly, let/7' be the sum in kL of all the N-conjugates of f ' .  Then, as 
above 
( /7% x L)6N ( f ' . .  x , )  x  )6N 
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and 
b' = ( /~ ' ) "  ~ (( ~ ' ) . .  ~ ,.,~N) N~ ~. 
The next two paragraphs will be devoted to showing that 
(fl')CL,, L~NI (fl)tt.• t.~,~N. In the second paragraph, we will give (L x L)tSN- 
homomorphisms ~:p'--*fl and r : /7~f l '  such that ~r=id~..  In the first 
paragraph, we will collect the information about group algebras needed to 
construct hese maps. 
Let Z(K:L )= {), 9 kK: 1-~yl= ~ for all l  9  L}. Let e be the primitive cen- 
tral idempotent of kK corresponding to fl, e' the primitive central idempo- 
tent of kL corresponding to ft. Since fl'l ilL• L, it follows from Theorem 1 
of [W] that there is an element z in Z(K:L )e  such that z~l =e', where Pl is 
the (L x L)tSN-homomorphism of kK into kL  defined on K by xtl = 0 if 
x~L,  x t l=x  if x 9  Since b' and fl' both have defect group D, 
Theorem 15.1 in I-A] shows that StabN(fl ')/L is a p'-group. Let 
! 
~2= IStab~(fl ')/LI ~ z~' 
where x runs through a set of representatives for the right cosets of L in 
Stabs( i f  ). Then ~ is in the ideal /~ of kK, ~eZ(K :L ) ,  ,~=~ for all 
yeStabN(f l ' ) ,  and ~tl=e'. 
Recall that (/~')tL•162 -~ ((fl')tL• tL~L~N. Define ~,: B '~ 
by a~k = a.~ for all'a 9 fl'. The element az" of kK is in fl for any a 9 fl' because 
:~ is in the ideal ft. Because ~eZ(K:L )  and z" is fixed under conjugation by 
elements of Stab~(fl'), the map ~, is an (LxL)~(Stab~( f l ' ) ) -  
homomorphism. It extends uniquely to an (LxL) f iN -homomorph ism 
f l '~  ft. We will abuse notation and also call this new map ~. Next, define 
9 : f l~ f l '  by 
at= (ml)(~ 'x' + ~,x2 + ...  + ~,x,) 
for a ~/~ where {x~, x2 ..... x,} is a set of representatives for the right cosets 
of Stab~(fl ') in N. It is easily checked that r is an (LxL) fN-  
homomorphism. If a 9 fl', then 
at~r = (a~)~ 
= ((a~)~l)(e '.~' + e '.~, + .. .  + e '.~,) 
= (a(~l))(~,.~ + ~,.~2 + ... + ~,x,) 
= (a~, ) (~,x ,  + ~,x, + . . .  + ~,~,) 
= ae' 
=a.  
4gl/150/2-12 
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Thus ~kz is the identity on fl'. Since ~p~ is an (L x L)6N-homomorptiism, ~r 
must be the identity not only on fl' but on all of fl'. Hence, 
(~'). x,.j~,r I ( ] i ) , .  x L~,, .  
Since M=KN, MxM=(KxK) (NxN) ,  so there is only one 
( (Kx K)6N, Nx N)-double coset in M x 3L Also, ((Kx K)6N) c~ (Nx N) = 
(L x L)6N. Thus Mackey's Theorem shows that 
( ~i,_ • L~ ~.u) N" N. 
Since ~' ~ = (#)(Z• (fl)(Lxt.)aN, it follows that b' t~, ~u• ~, (L~l.~u; i (flM),v• 
I 
Remark 3.2. One should note that the statement on multiplicities 
analogous to Proposition 5.4 of [E-H],  namely 
mult(b',bu• ~ fl) 
f l  ~t = b 
is false. If such an equality were to hold, one would also have the equality 
mult(b',kM)=mult(ff, kK). As the example from Section5 of [E-H] 
shows, this equality is false. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Using the above theorem together with 
Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 5.4 of [E-HI  (stated in the Introduction) we 
see that the only blocks B of G such that B'IB,• are the blocks of the 
form fig where fl is a block of K whose corresponding block/7 of/~ satisfies 
fl'lfl. The description of these blocks ,8 in terms of the irreducible 
components of the induced character 7. ~ is a consequence of Theorem 7.1 
in [E-H]. | 
4. TRANSITIVITY 
Let H and I be subgroups of G with H ~ 1 and let b be a block of H. If 
b t, (bt) c, and b e are all defined (in the sense of Alperin-Burry) then it is 
well known (Lemma 14.1 of [A])  that (b l )a=b c. However, it need not be 
the case that having b t and (bZ) a defined implies that b e is defined. Before 
we give a counterexample, we prove that this strong form of transitivity 
does hold for the middle paralellogram of Fig. 1. Let M be a finite group 
with a normal p-subgroup D, and let N be a subgroup of M with D ~ N. 
Let K= DCM(D) and L = DCN(D). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let b' be a block of N with defect group D and fl' be a 
block of L such that fiN= b'. l f  b 'M is defined then fl,M is also defined. 
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Proof. Let (b')M=b. Then fl'lbz• Suppose fl'l(bl)L• for some 
block b~ of M. By the same argument given at the beginning of 
Theorem 3.1, the only summands U of (b~)r• such that fl'lUt.• are 
blocks of kK. If fl~ is one such then by Theorem 1.1, (flt)M=b. On the 
other hand, by Theorem 15.1 of [A], we have that (fl~)M=b~. Hence 
b=bl  and (fl,)M is defined. II 
Similarly, the reader can check, using Proposition 5.4 of [E-HI, that this 
strong form of transitivity holds also for the top parallelogram in Fig. 1. 
The following proposition uses our TheoremJ.l to extend Brauer's 
Third Main Theorem to non-admissible cases of the Alperin-Burry corre- 
spondence. We use the notation of Fig. 1. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let B'o denote the principal block of ti. Then (B'o) ~ is 
defined if and only if  all of  the components of the induced character ( I r.) ~ lie 
in the principal block of K. Furthermore, if (B'o) c is defined, then (B'o) ~; = B o, 
the prhtcipal block of G. 
Proof By Brauer's Third Main Theorem (Theorem 16.1 of [A]) for 
admissible blocks, the block of L corresponding to (B~) ~ is fl~, the prin- 
cipal block of L. The corresponding block of/S, is also the principal block 
and its unique irreducible character is IT., the trivial character. By 
Theorem I.I, and the admissible version of the Thfrd Main Theorem again, 
we know that B~I Bo,x,. Hence, if (B'o) a is defined, it must be Bo. Thus by 
Theorem 1.1, (B'o) c" is defined if and only if all the constituents of (1L) ~: lie 
in blocks fl of h" corresponding to blocks fl of K with t ic= Bo. By the 
admissible version of Brauer's Third Main Theorem, this means (B'o) ~ is 
defined if and only if all constituents of (! L) x lie in the principal block of 
g. I 
This proposition extends a part of the Third Main Theorem to the case 
of non-admissible blocks. However, it is possible in the non-admissible case 
to find an example of a subgroup H and a non-principal block b such that 
b ~ is the principal block of G. For example, take the symmetric group $3. 
A subgroup of order two has two 3-blocks both of which have Alperin- 
Burry correspondents he unique 3-block of $3. For an extension of the 
classical Brauer correspondence to non-admissible cases, see [B, Ol.  
This proposition can also help us to find counterexamples to transitivity 
in the general case. Let t i  be a group with a self-centralizing Sylow p-sub- 
group S and having more than one block (for example, H= PSL2(p)). 
Denote by Cp-the cyclic group of p elements and define G = Hx  Cp, and 
L = S x Cp. The group algebra kCp is a single block; write b = kCp. Using 
the above proposition (or by direct argument) one can check that both b t 
and (bt) G are defined and equal to their respective principal blocks while 
b ~ is not defined. 
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